
Opinion Piece for the Media: 

A group of concerned Charlo7esville residents have joined  together to speak in favor of more affordable 
housing.  We are convinced the current Comprehensive Plan and Future Land Use Map will not 
accomplish that.  We are sure it is possible to provide more affordable housing without the destrucEon 
of exisEng neighborhoods.  

We applaud that the Plan calls for designaEng affordable housing units for 99 years, not just for a few 
years.  And, we also endorse that units will be targeted to residents at "Area Median Income" rate of 
approximately $60,000 per year for a family of four, lower than has been accepted from previous 
developers’ offers.  

However, the process has been flawed from the beginning.  The request for proposal was not publicized 
to the consulEng community but only placed on the City's website.  The selected consultants, RHI, was 
the only group that bid on the project.  The City did not require a member of the team to be a cerEfied 
“Project Management Professional”, thus none of the consultants have that widely recognized 
credenEal.  Did any other companies even know about the opportunity?  

Among many issues in the study is the inclusion of the many UVA students who live in city apartments.   
A recent Census Special Study indicated that approximately 2 in every 5 households at the  poverty level 
in Charlo7esville were student households.  Including them distorts the facts about poverty by 40%.    

The amount of R-1 residenEal property in the Plan was grossly overstated at 73%. (That includes parks, 
most schools, cemeteries, and even a firehouse.)  The real number is closer to 53%.  So, the excess of 
single households was also greatly overstated. 

The outreach acEviEes of “Cville Plans Together" are not accounted for and their inclusiveness and 
thoroughness are unproved.  Was outreach into the community effecEve?  Were responses staEsEcally 
significant?   

Another requirement of the Plan is also unaccounted for:  How did the City coordinate on the issues with 
"local and regional partnerships, including with UVA and Albemarle County, to achieve stronger, more 
effecEve outcomes."  If so, what were those outcomes?  

The resulEng Plan is also flawed.  We include several examples: 

- The number of needed units at various levels of affordability was never provided by the consultants 
as required.  How big is the gap?  

- “Upzoning" to produce more affordable housing is largely theoreEcal.  Its effecEveness has not been 
proven in other ciEes.  Incidentally, the City and consultant have started to use the term“rezoning”, 
which has a less threatening connotaEon than “upzoning”.  

- If the Plan is implemented, no credible proof has been demonstrated that the amount of affordable 
housing would change very much.  Most notably, at the November 15 City Council meeEng, the lead 
consultant indicated the impact would be minimal.   

- The Plan did not address the infrastructure needs of the City today or those required to accommodate 
implied future growth.  Infrastructure appears to be the caboose in the process.  

- Preserving the character of exisEng neighborhoods, though menEoned on slides and verbally in 
presentaEons isn't supported, in fact it’s contradicted.  One of many examples: ”Form: CompaEble 



with surrounding ‘house’-sized structures" is negated by the fact that 1.5- and 2-story neighborhoods 
in Medium Intensity ResidenEal would be overwhelmed by 4.5 story structures that will be allowed.  

- Affordable Housing is a naEonal problem. One of the root causes is poor wages that have not kept up 
with housing or most other costs.  This and other economic contributors were excluded from the work. 
We wonder why?  

Moreover, the City has provided no direcEon or strategic leadership about where to start.  Should the 
massive “upzoning” begin where infrastructure (sewers and water mains with capacity) already exists, 
and/or upgrades are planned or easy to make?   

The City has stated on numerous occasions that this Plan will not all be executed all at once.  Of course, 
that’s true.  We wonder why not roll it out incrementally over the next few Comprehensive Plans, 
learning as we go.  Those are meant to be performed every five years. 

These results will lead to consequences, some unintended.  

Development will be lek to developers' prioriEes that have catered to more market-rate and upscale 
buyers with nominal addiEon of affordable units.  Aker all, they are in business to make a profit.  This 
has been the pa7ern with mulE-unit projects for years, and it will do li7le for affordable units, but it will 
increase development.   

On the plus side, added housing units will enlarge the tax base and boost tax revenue.  If that addiEonal 
tax revenue is used to fund affordable housing, it can miEgate some of the shortages of affordable units.   

However, development of general or family housing will create other financial stress on the City, more 
children to educate and more concomitant demands on the infrastructure.  This was not addressed in 
the Plan. 

Lessons learned in the few other places that are trying “upzoning” were not incorporated.  Some ciEes 
have focused the theory to yield be7er results: along corridors (Boise); near mass transit stops (Boston).   

The City's environment and climate issues will be degraded by extensive development.  More trees will 
be taken down.  More impervious surfaces will increase stormwater run-off.  More traffic will clog our 
streets and roads, emiong more greenhouse gas.  MiEgaEons for any of these were not addressed in the 
plan. 

Two other high potenEal strategies were omi7ed.  To make affordable housing less costly to taxpayers, 
the City could create Land Trusts to eliminate the expense of the land.  Further, the City could offer 
incenEves to develop affordable housing on underuElized land in the City - places that have public 
transportaEon and nearby retail and services, such as former big box stores that are now vacant or 
lightly used large parking areas. 

We commend the efforts to right some of the wrongs of the past, and of the present.  We hope the 
community will succeed in that intenEon.  But, we believe this Plan and subsequent “upzoning” will not 
ulEmately achieve the goal for materially more affordable housing.  Therefore, we ask that the City take 
these concerns into consideraEon before rushing ahead with “upzoning". 



Those signed on thus far (3:00PM - 9/5)  
Anne Benham  JPA Neighborhood  
Vern Buchanan   Greenbrier 
Ellen ConEni-Morava JPA Neighborhood 
Alison Harway  Belmont-Carlton 
Philip Harway  Belmont-Carlton  
Bob Headrick  Lewis Mountain  
Rosalind Hingeley  Locust Grove 
Mark Kavit  North Downtown 
Lorna Martens  JPA Neighborhood 
Sally Mccallum  
Ben Mccallum  
Charlo7e Meadows  Greenbrier   
Carol Mershon   Downtown Cville 
Marilyn Poling  JPA Neighborhood 
Bonnie Reilly    
Kevin Reilly  
Fred Ribble   Meadowbrook 
Anne Ribble  Meadowbrook 
Bob Roach  Johnson Village 
Bill Sampson  North Downtown 
Jean Sampson  North Downtown 
Laurie L Shannon Johnson Village 
Rosanne Simon  Rugby Hills 
Martha Smythe  Rugby Hills  
Vincent Tornello Johnson Village 
Nancy Tornello  Johnson Village 
Chuck Walker  Johnson Village 
Heather Walker  Johnson Village 
Barbara Watson  Locust Grove  
Anonymous,   Locust Grove 
Anonymous   Belmont-Carlton 
Anonymous   Belmont-Carlton 

(We’ll alphabeEze all addiEons.) 


